0101: What shall we watch?
Over the years, many people have moved away from purchasing physical products
towards consuming digital resources which are either stored in the cloud, or
streamed to a device, particularly in the area of entertainment.
One early example of this was Amazon’s bold move in November 2007 to introduce the
Kindle eBook reader. Books stored on these devices don’t take up room in people’s
houses. However, the books others have lining the walls of my house belong to them:
they can sell them, or give them away. They are a physical asset.
E-book consumers, when they click “buy” on Amazon, aren’t really buying anything; from a
technical, legal standpoint, they are only paying a licensing fee to access a book’s contents.
This unit explores the growth of streaming services which come with an additional
benefit for the companies. They know exactly what files you are playing, and when and
how many times. Once a CD is sold, the shop that sells it may not even be able to
connect an individual customer with a particular physical product, and whether it is
ever listened to. This allowss the creation of a great deal of personal information
about habits and even our movements.
The unit also explores the use of cookies, which have grown in public awareness
recently and can be used to track web usage. They can help by speeding up logins or
bring up customer preferences quickly, but not everyone is clear on why they are used,
and agrees to them tracking web usage.
Activity 11
Let’s start with a question. How many of these streaming services does your family
currently subscribe to?

Checklist of streaming services
⬚
Amazon Prime
⬚
Spotify
⬚
Netflix
⬚
Amazon Music
⬚
Disney Plus
⬚
Google Music

Broadband provider ⬚
⬚
Kindle Unlimited
Add other local services for your location to the list.
What physical products have been replaced by these services?
Which other services not on the list do you have access to?
As each user opens up Spotify (or similar services), they will see different suggestions
for what to listen to than those that would be provided for another user whose
listening preferences are different. Their musical interests will start to generate
‘bespoke’ radio stations based on an algorithm. If they play a track from these, it will
‘confirm’ that this was a good decision - or they can ask for this track or artist to be
removed from future playlists. Local charts will also be used: each country generates
its own data and Spotify can use national trends to make suggestions.
Apparently, every second on Spotify, more than 30,000 people around the world are
pressing play on the same song.
We also listen to a LOT of music. Some of these services offer statistics, perhaps in an
annual report to summarise our personal listening / viewing figures.
Activity 12

Using your chosen music or video streaming service, investigate you / your family’s
habits and what sorts of recommendations you receive e.g. Spotify playlists / radio
stations.
How successful is the algorithm at making suggestions that you feel are suitable?

Spotify’s algorithm is an AI system known as BaRT (an abbreviation of Bandits for
Recommendations as Treatments). Basically, BART’s job is to keep listeners listening. The
BaRT system is Spotify’s central balancing act. Its whole purpose is to give you music that
Spotify is confident you’ll like, based on your previous listening activity. But Spotify also has
to drop in new, fresh music so you don’t get stuck in a loop of listening to the same thing all

the time. The system can be boiled down to two concepts: Exploit and explore. This makes
sure the listener is engaged, but things never get boring.
https://spotify.design/article/personalized-experiences
Netflix has gained a huge number of new subscribers over the last year. Disney Plus
launched in late 2019 and also gained many subscribers during the lockdowns.
Cookies
One recent additional interruption to our browsing habits has been the messages
asking us to accept cookies before we browse a website. This is linked to a piece of
legislation called the General Data Protection Regulations, and the ePrivacy directive.
GDPR is a new set of legislation for businesses to take into account when they hold
personal information which could be used to identify an individual.
When you visit a new website for the first time, you are likely to see a message
something like this:

Why do young people need to know about GDPR?
Activity 13

What is a cookie?
There are actually quite a few different kinds.
https://gdpr.eu/cookies/
Produce a guide to clearly explain some best practice when we are asked to accept
cookies. What are we potentially giving away about our browsing habits if we just click
“accept all cookies”?
Tools List
Tool to use

URL / location

How would you use it?

GDPR EU site

https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gd
pr/

Explore the need for
legislation such as GDPR
and why it is relevant to
them.

Article on GDPR

https://www.vox.com/reco
de/2019/12/10/1865651
9/what-are-cookies-websi
te-tracking-gdpr-privacy

Tracking cookies and why
they exist. How many of
them are tracking your
activity?

Articles:
Negative impact of Spotify’s algorithm - is this similar to the ‘filter bubbles’ that search
engines create - see the next activity
https://www.ft.com/content/dca07c32-6844-11e9-b809-6f0d2f5705f6 - Financial
Times - free to read
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/google-collects-a-frightening-amount-of-data-about-y
ou-you-can-find-and-delete-it-now/ - Google and your data and what you can do about
it
https://goodereader.com/blog/e-book-news/this-is-the-big-reason-why-we-dont-ownebooks - do you actually own the books on your Kindle?
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